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	Text1:         Mrs. Stephens' Newsletter        Room 102, November 7, 2017
	Text2:    Important Dates:Veteran's Day Program will be on Nov. 9th at 2:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome!Conferences will be on Nov. 9th in the evening and Nov. 10th in the morning. See you at your scheduled time.Thanksgiving Recess starts on November 22-24, no school.School Board Mtg. on November 27th at the High School starting at 6:00 p.m.Spirit Day will be on November 29th, please wear red or St. Germain shirt.  
	Text3:          A few things we're studying!          The students have been studying about plants. They have done a few experiments about plants and watched some videos too. The experiment we just did was making grass heads. This experiment shows how the plants leaves look for sunlight.      In math, the students will be working on how sums can be found mentally.  They are learning ways to help them add tens andones in their brains to find the sums. We will do subtraction next.
	Text4:      The students have been studying base words or root words and how to add a suffix to the end of the word.  They have been adding the following suffixes on the end: s, es, ed, ing, er and est.  One of the rules have been to change the "y" to an "i" and then add the suffix. Another rule is if the word has a short vowel followed by one consonant you have to double the consonant before adding the suffix.      The students have been working on      writing a letter to someone. They have                been working on the different                   parts of a letter. The letters                   got mailed last week.                 Hopefully the person will write                back.      
	Text5:        Thank you for sending in some food for the Thanksgiving bags. It is appreciated!      This year we will be doing something different with Mr. Pinski. We will be doing a Turkey Trot. It will be on November 20th at 2:00 p.m.  Students will be able to win different Thanksgiving prizes.
	Text6:        Contact Information:     Phone: 715-542-3632 ext. 5102     Email: kstephens@npsd.k12.wi.us


